Spokane, Washington

More Than Just Wedding Officiants

Coeur d’Alene, Idaho

Wedding Packages
Most Popular - Personalized Religious or Non-Religious Ceremony Package:
The Prince of Wales Package -- $320.00 – includes rehearsal

This is an affordable, full-service package which allows couples to be as simple or elaborate as they want in their
ceremony. Couples may choose either a Civil or Religious ceremony. Depending upon their needs and desires, they
may wish to have just a simple ceremony or be more elaborate by adding any or all of the following: a Unity
Ceremony, or a Rose Ceremony, or custom written vows. In addition to the Wedding Officiant, every couple gets a
Ceremony Coordinator to provide direction at both the ceremony and the one-hour wedding rehearsal. Two
professionals, for the price of one . . . ensuring every couple has a flawless ceremony; the ceremony they have always
envisioned! ($320.00 and requires a $160 deposit.)

Creative You - Write Your Own Ceremony Package:
The Queen of England Package – $440.00 - includes rehearsal

This is our full-service premium package which allows every couple the opportunity to design their own one-of-akind ceremony. This package offers two hours of in-person consultation with the Ceremony Coordinator who will
assist them with designing their own unique ceremony and writing their own custom vows. Of course, couples may
wish to include a Rose Ceremony, or a special musical selection, or a Unity Ceremony in their ceremony. The
Wedding Officiant and the Ceremony Coordinator provide direction at both the ceremony and the one-hour wedding
rehearsal. Two professionals, for the price of one . . . ensuring every couple has a flawless ceremony; the ceremony
they have always envisioned! ($440.00 and requires a $220 deposit.)

Short & Sweet - Elopement Ceremony Package:
The Princess of Scotland Package – $200.00 - no rehearsal necessary

This is a basic “elopement” package designed for couples who wish to have an intimate gathering of fifteen or fewer
friends or family at their own home (must be 60 miles or less, one-way, from Ralph’s Regal Weddings.) The wedding
party is limited to two witnesses, provided by the couple. It features a beautiful, simple Civil Ceremony with the
standard, familiar ceremony vows. The Wedding Officiant and Ceremony Coordinator meet with the couple and witnesses prior to the ceremony to provide ceremony staging information, then also offer ceremony direction before and
during the ceremony. This package is offered primarily between November 1 and April 30; the availability of this
package during the rest of the year is limited by our schedule. ($200.00 and requires a $100 deposit.)
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